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Abstract
I analyzed the CP asymmetry of B → Xsl
+
l
− based on model-independent analysis which includes
twelve independent four Fermi operators. The CP asymmetry is suppressed in the Standard Model,
however, if some new physics make it much larger, the present or the next generation B factories
may catch the CP violation in this decay mode. In this paper, we study the correlation of the
asymmetry and the branching ratio, and then we will find only a type of interactions can be enlarge
the asymmetry. Therefore, in comparison with experiments, we have possibility that we can constrain
models beyond the standard model.
1 Introduction
The inclusive rare B decay B → Xsl+l− has already been studied by many researchers. It is attractive
to investigate this process experimentally or theoretically. This decay mode is experimentally clean as
well as B → Xsγ, specially in the low invariant mass region. And, when we can use a parton model to
study this process theoretically, because it is semileptonic decay. In the standard model (SM), a flavor
changing neutral current (FCNC) process appears only through one or more loops. Since B → Xsl+l− is
also a FCNC, new physics can clarify itself to measure this decay. The extended models beyond the SM
like the minimal supersymmetrized model (MSSM) and the two Higgs doublets model (2HDM) predict
some deviation form the SM[1] -[14]. The SM prediction shows that, for l = e or µ, this mode will be
found at the KEKB and the SLAC e+e− storage ring PEP-II B factories in near future. Therefore, the
study of this process is one of the most interesting topic in order to search new physics. In this paper,
the final leptons will be a µons or electrons throughly.
The CP-violating asymmetry of this decay is also a subject that many physicists investigate. This
observable is very sensitive to the complex phase of the CKM matrix elements, so that we have the
possibility to find effects beyond the SM. The SM predicts that the CP asymmetry is suppressed, about
10−3 or smaller[15, 16]. If some non-SM interactions enlarge for the asymmetry to get sizable, we can know
the existence beyond SM. This observable has been calculated in MSSM and 2HDM[10] -[14]. In these
models, as well as the SM, the distribution is a function of fewer Wilson coefficients than the full operator
basis. In our previous work, we analyzed the branching ratio and the forward-backward (FB) asymmetry,
which is an observable corresponding to the size of parity violation in the decay B → Xsl+l−, with a
most general model-independent method[17, 18]. Generally, the matrix element for the decay b→ sl+l−
includes all types of local and bsγ-induced four-Fermi operators. That is,
M = GF α√
2π
V ∗tsVtb [ CSL s¯iσµν
qν
q2
(msL)b l¯γ
µl
+ CBR s¯iσµν
qν
q2
(mbR)b l¯γ
µl
+ CLL s¯LγµbL l¯Lγ
µlL
+ CLR s¯LγµbL l¯Rγ
µlR
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+ CRL s¯RγµbR l¯Lγ
µlL
+ CRR s¯RγµbR l¯Rγ
µlR
+ CLRLR s¯LbR l¯LlR
+ CRLLR s¯RbL l¯LlR
+ CLRRL s¯LbR l¯RlL
+ CRLRL s¯RbL l¯RlL
+ CT s¯σµνb l¯σ
µν l
+ iCTE s¯σµνb l¯σαβl ǫ
µναβ ], (1)
where CXX ’s are the coefficients of the four-Fermi interactions. Among them, there are two bsγ induced
four-Fermi interactions denoted by CSL and CBR, which correspond to −2Ceff7 in the SM, and which
are constrained by the experimental data of b→ sγ. There are four vector–type interactions denoted by
CLL, CLR, CRL, and CRR. Two of them (CLL, CLR) are already present in the SM as the combinations
of (C9 − C10, C9 + C10). Therefore, they are regarded as the sum of the contribution from the SM
and the new physics deviations (CnewLL , C
new
LR ). The other vector interactions denoted by CRL and CRR
are obtained by interchanging the chirality projections L ↔ R. There are four scalar–type interactions,
CLRLR, CRLLR, CRLLR and CRLRL. The remaining two denoted by CT and CTE correspond to tensor–
type. The indices, L and R, are chiral projections, L = 12 (1 − γ5) and R = 12 (1 + γ5). Then, we can get
the differential branching ratio of the FCNC process b→ sl+l−,
dB
ds
=
1
2mb8
B0 Re[ S1(s) {m2s|CSL|2 +m2b |CBR|2}
+ S2(s) {2mbmsCSLC∗BR}
+ S3(s) {2m2sCSL(C∗LL + C∗LR) + 2mbmsCBR(C∗RL + C∗RR)}
+ S4(s) {2m2bCBR(C∗LL + C∗LR) + 2mbmsCSL(C∗RL + C∗RR)}
+ M2(s) {|CLL|2 + |CLR|2 + |CRL|2 + |CRR|2}
+ M6(s) {−2(CLLC∗RL + CLRC∗RR)
+ (CLRLRC
∗
RLLR + CLRRLC
∗
RLRL)}
+ M8(s) {|CLRLR|2 + |CRLLR|2 + |CLRRL|2 + |CRLRL|2}
+ M9(s) {16|CT |2 + 64 |CTE |2}], (2)
Here, we ignore terms including lepton mass ml, because we take only massless (anti-) lepton into con-
sideration. A set of the kinematic functions Si(s) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and Mn(s) (n = 2, 6, 8) is shown in
Appendix A. The normalization factor B0 is given by
B0 ≡ Bsl 3α
2
16π2
|V ∗tsVtb|2
|Vcb|2
1
f(mˆc)κ(mˆc)
, (3)
where the other factors f(mˆc) and κ(mˆc) are the phase space factor and the O(αs) QCD correction
factor[19]. The factor Bsl denotes the branching ratio of the semileptonic decay, and we set it to 10.4%.
We can also have the FB asymmetry from Eq.(1). Thus, by numerical analysis, we got useful information
to pin down new physics beyond the standard model. However, we set all the new Wilson coefficients
to real when we carry out the numerical analysis. This means that we assume that there is no new
cp-violating source in the decay B → Xsl+l−. The CP asymmetry is sensitive to the imaginary part of
the coefficients. Therefore, it is worth treating the CP asymmetry based on the our previous analysis.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we find the way how to get the general CP asymmetry,
study the correlation between the asymmetry and the branching ratio to pin down the type of interactions
and give some discussions. We give summary in Section 3.
2 General CP Asymmetry
We assume semileptonic decay b → cl−ν¯l is an approximately CP-conserving mode, in fact experiments
shows they corresponds with each other within about 10−2[20]. And, the partonic approximation predicts
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no CP-violating asymmetry in the standard model (SM). That is, we can use the same normalization
factor as Eq.(3) to express the branching ratio of b → sl+l− and b¯ → s¯l+l−. For a general Wilson
coefficient CXX , we can define BXX , λXX and AXX by
CXX ≡ BXX + λXXAXX , (4)
where λXX is CP violating phase and generally the both of BXX and AXX are complex. In the case of
the SM, only the CKM matrix elements give the CP violating weak phase and the strong phase appears
through QCD penguin correction. Conventionally, these effects are included in the Wilson coefficients
Ceff9 of the vector-type current-current interaction[21]. Explicitly it is expressed by[21, 22]
Ceff9 = B9 + λuA9, (5)
where, without cc¯ long-distant contribution,
B9 =
(
1 + α
w(s)
π
)
CNDR9 + Y (s). (6)
Only λu ≡ (VubV us∗)/(VtbV ts∗) includes CP-violating phase. Since λuA9 is very small except for cc¯
resonance region, the SM predicts that the CP asymmetry is very negligible[15].
We must take cc¯ resonance into consideration to discuss the branching ratio and the CP asymmetry[23],
otherwise avoid region where J/ψ and ψ′ poles give contribution[16]. In this paper, we take the latter
stand. The residual region is lower region before J/ψ resonance or higher region after ψ′ resonance[13].
We restrict our discussion to only low invariant mass region, 1 < s < 8 (GeV2), where s ≡ (pl+ + pl−)2.
We then introduce the partially integrated CP asymmetry ACP defined by
ACP ≡ B(B → Xsl
+l−)− B(B¯ → Xsl+l−)
B(B → Xsl+l−) + B(B¯ → Xsl+l−) ≡
NCP
DCP , (7)
where B(B → Xsl+l−) is the partially integrated branching ratio for process B → Xsl+l−, defined by
∫ 8
1(GeV 2)
ds
dB(B → Xsl+l−)
ds
∼ 3.73.× 10−6 (at µ = (mb)MS).
In the same way, we define the partially integrated branching ratio for B¯ → Xsl+l−. We set (Ceff7 , CNDR9 , C10) =
(−0.317, 4.52,−4.29) for numerical calculation. We listed its value for the SM at renormalization scale
µ = (mb)MS = 4.2 GeV in Table 1, where we set the Wolfenstein’s CKM parameters[24] to (ρ, η) =
(0.12, 0.25), (0.16, 0.33) and (0.27, 0.40). We should note that there is the huge uncertainty about the
(ρ, η) ASMCP
(0.12, 0.25) 0.85× 10−3
(0.16, 0.33) 1.12× 10−3
(0.27, 0.40) 1.36× 10−3
Table 1: The partially integrated CP asymmetry for (ρ, η) = (0.12, 0.25), (0.16, 0.33) and (0.27, 0.40) and
in the SM at µ = (mb)MS .
CP Asymmetry predicted by the SM before we discuss the sensitivity to new physics from our numerical
results. The asymmetry in the SM is uncertain by almost 100 % [16]. So, we must get at least 10 times
large size as the SM prediction about the CP asymmetry to find the signal of new physics, otherwise
we fail to do. Then, from Eq.(1), we can get the numerator NCP of the CP asymmetry by replacing
Re(CXXC
∗
Y Y ) in the branching ratio given in Eq.(2) with
−2Im(λXX)Im(B∗Y YAXX)− 2Im(λY Y )Im(B∗XXAY Y )− 2Im(λXXλ∗Y Y )Im(AXXA∗Y Y ),
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and, for the dominator DCP , with
2Re(BXXB
∗
Y Y ) + 2Re(λXX)Re(B
∗
Y Y AXX) + 2Re(λY Y )Re(B
∗
XXAY Y ) + 2Re(λXXλ
∗
Y Y )Re(AXXA
∗
Y Y ).
The resultant CP asymmetry takes the most general model-independent form. We show the explicit
expression of this asymmetry in Appendix A. The CP asymmetry does not vanish if and only if BXX or
AXX has deferent phase from AY Y and λY Y or λXXλ
∗
Y Y has a imaginary part. Here, XX and Y Y denote
types of interactions, whether they are the same type or not. However, in the most interesting models
like the two higgs doublet model (2HDM) [13, 14] and the minimal supersymmetrized standard model
(MSSM)[1, 11], the strong phase does not play a so important role on the CP asymmetry. Therefore,
we assume that we can ignore a set of strong phase introduced by new physics[9]. Then, for new vector,
scalar and tensor-type interactions, we can redefine the Wilson coefficients as
CXX = B
SM
XX + (λXX + λu)(A9 +AXX) for XX = LL or LR, (8)
CXX = λXXAXX for others, (9)
Here, AXXs are real and λXXs are phase factors defined by exp(iφXX) where 0 ≤ φXX < 2π, and
BSMLL ≡ B9−C10 and BSMLR ≡ B9 +C10. In the same way, we can redefine CBR and CSL, and have other
constraints from the measurement of B → Xsγ,
4|Ceff7 |2(m2b +m2s) = m2b(|ANSL|2 + |ABR|2), (10)
where ANSL = (mb/ms)ASL[18]. The definitions of ABR and ASL, and φBR and φSL, follows Eq.(9).
Thus if there is the interference between such coefficients and the Ceff9 , it can enlarge the CP asymmetry.
Otherwise, the new interactions suppress the observable under the above assumption. In this case, the
explicit form of the partially integrated CP asymmetry is given by
ACP ≡
∫ 8
1GeV 2
ds(dNCP (s)/ds)∫ 8
1GeV 2 ds(dDCP (s)/ds)
≡ NCPDCP , (11)
where
dNCP (s)
ds
= − 1
mb8
B0[
S3(s) {2m2s (Im(λSL)Im(ASLB∗9) + Im(λSLλ∗LL)Im(ASLA∗9)
+Im(λSL)Im(ASLB
∗
9) + Im(λSLλ
∗
LR)Im(ASLA
∗
9))}
+S4(s) {2m2b (Im(λBR)Im(ABRB∗9) + Im(λBRλ∗LL)Im(ABRA∗9)
+Im(λBR)Im(ABRB
∗
9) + Im(λBRλ
∗
LR)Im(ABRA
∗
9))}
+M2(s) {2 (Im(λLL)Im((B9 − C10)(A9 +ALL)∗) + Im(λLR)Im((B9 + C10)(A9 +ALR)∗))}
+M6(s) {−2 (Im(λRL)Im((B∗9 − C10)ARL) + Im(λLLλ∗RL)Im((A9 +ALL)A∗RL)
+ (Im(λRR)Im((B
∗
9 + C10)ARR) + Im(λLRλ
∗
RR)Im((A9 +ALR)A
∗
RR))}], (12)
and
dDCP (s)
ds
=
1
mb8
B0[
S1(s) {m2s |ASL|2 +m2b |ABR|2}
+S2(s) {2mbmsRe(λSLλ∗BR)Re(ASLA∗BR)}
+S3(s) {2m2s (Re(λSL)Re(ASL(B9 − C10)∗) +Re(λSLλ∗LL)Re(ASL(A9 +ALL)∗)
+Re(λSL)Re(ASL(B9 + C10)
∗) +Re(λSLλ
∗
LR)Re(ASL(A9 +ALR)
∗))
+2mbms (Re(λBRλ
∗
RL)Re(ABRA
∗
RL) +Re(λBRλ
∗
RR)Re(ABRA
∗
RR))}
+S4(s) {2m2b (Re(λBR)Re(ABR(B9 − C10)∗) +Re(λBRλ∗LL)Re(ABR(A9 +ALL)∗)
+Re(λBR)Re(ABR(B9 + C10)
∗) +Re(λBRλ
∗
LR)Re(ABR(A9 +ALR)
∗))
4
+2mbms (Re(λSLλ
∗
RL)Re(ASLA
∗
RL) + Re(λSLλ
∗
RR)Re(ASLA
∗
RR))}
+M2(s) {|B9 − C10|2 + |A9 +ALL|2 + 2Re(λLL)Re((B9 − C10)(A9 +ALL)∗)
+ |B9 + C10|+ |A9 +ALR|2 + 2Re(λLR)Re((B9 + C10)(A9 +ALR)∗)
+ |ARL|2 + |ARR|2}
+M6(s) {−2 (Re(λRL)Re((B9 − C10)∗ARL) +Re(λLLλ∗RL)Re((A9 +ALL)A∗RL)
+ Re(λRR)Re((B9 + C10)
∗ARR) +Re(λLRλ
∗
RR)Re((A9 +ALR)A
∗
RR))
+ (Re(λLRLRλ
∗
RLLR)Re(ALRLRA
∗
RLLR)
+Re(λLRRLλ
∗
RLRL)Re(ALRRLA
∗
RLRL))}
+M8(s) {|ALRLR|2 + |ARLLR|2 + |ALRRL|2 + |ARLRL|2}
+M9(s) {16 |AT |2 + 64 |ATE |2}]. (13)
Here, we omitted λu because it is very small.
We will analyze the partially integrated CP asymmetry defined by Eq.(7) and examine its sensitivity
to each Wilson coefficient. For numerical estimation, we set (ρ, η) = (0.16, 0.33). At first, we investigate
vector, scalar and tensor-type interactions, which are collectively new local interactions. The results of
Ref. [17] make us predict the sensitivity of the CP asymmetry to each Wilson coefficient. The branching
ratio is the most sensitive to the vector-type interactions, specially CLL, and the contribution due to CRL
and CRR it positive. And only the CLL and CLR have the weak and the strong phase, so we can expect
that only the two types of interactions can make CP asymmetry be large, specially we can expect that the
CP asymmetry is sizable by appropriate CLL. However, CRL and CRR would suppress the CP asymmetry.
The scalar and tensor-type interactions hardly interfere with each other or a vector-type interaction in
the massless lepton limit. Thus, if a scalar or tensor-type interaction enters into our decay mode, it would
suppress the CP asymmetry. In Figures 1 - 2, I plotted the correlation between the branching ratio and
the CP asymmetry when CLL or CLR moves. Because the flow of each interaction depends on the type
of the interaction, we can pin down the type of interaction which contributes to the processes once we
measured these observable. These show behavior as expected in the above discussion. We should take
attention to Figure 1, which shows the CP asymmetry can get much larger as the branching ratio is about
predicted by the SM. It is because the partially integrated CP asymmetry for the SM is so suppressed
why it is enlarged by 102. Extremely, for φLL = π/4, π/2 or 3π/4, the asymmetry is the most enlarged
when ALL ∼ −1.2|C10|, 0 or 1.1|C10|. If we ignore the SM CP-violating contribution, A9 and λu, CLL
enters into the asymmetry as followings
2
∫
ds(Im(M2(B9 − C10)− 2M4Ceff7 )(A∗9 +ALL)) sinφLL
2m8bBSM +
∫
dsM2|A9 +ALL|2 + 2
∫
dsRe(M2(B9 − C10)− 2M4Ceff7 )(A∗9 +ALL)) cosφLL
, (14)
where M2(s) and M4(s) are shown in Appendix A, and 2m
8
bBSM ∼ 0.72. By choosing an approximate
set of ALL and φLL to hold∫
dsM2ALL ∼ −2
∫
dsM2Re(B9 − C10) cosφLL,
the asymmetry can get 10−1. That is, if there is new physics through CLL with weak phase, we have
the possibility that we may pin down this type of interactions at the B factory in near future even if
there is no contradiction with present experiments. And, Eq.(14) shows the correlation is very sensitive to
whether φLL is infinitesimal or not. Thus the SM prediction point is far from other lines. In the same way,
some ALR and φLR enlarge the asymmetry and sensitive to φLR but, because B9 + C10 ≪ B9 − C10, its
contribution is smaller than ALL and φLL. And, in order to see how much the coefficient ALR contribute
to the asymmetry, we check at which the absolute value of the asymmetry becomes the maximum. By
analogy with the analysis for ALL and Eq.(14), we find that it has the largest value when, roughly,
2
∫
dsM2Re(A9) ∼ −
∫
dsM2ALR,
numerically ALR ∼ −1.4|C10| or −1.5|C10| for φLR = π/4 or π/2 and 3π/4. (Note we ignored the term
including M2Re(B9 + C10)− 2M4Ceff7 because it is much smaller than the remain in the dominator.)
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Figure 1: The correlation between B/BSM and ACP as ALL moves, and φLL = 0 (thin solid line), π/4
(dotted line), π/2 (thick solid line) and 3π/4 (dashed line). The marks ✸, +, ✷ and × show the prediction
for φLL = 0, π/4, π/2 and 3π/4 with ALL = 0.
For CRL and CRR, the terms fromM2C
2
RL and M2C
2
RR disappear in the numerator, so that the other
terms,
−M6(s)(Ceff9 − C10)C∗RL, (15)
−M6(s)(Ceff9 + C10)C∗RL, (16)
which we ignored when we had discussed the sensitivity of CRL and CRR to the branching ratio, give
significant effect to the CP asymmetry, so that the asymmetry may depend on φRL and φRR. Here,
M6(s) is given in Appendix A. Eqs.(15) and (16) give similar contribution to the asymmetry except that
it includes not M2 but M6. Since M6 ≪ M2 due to strange quark mass ms, its sensitivity is tiny. We
can also consider the correlation where ARL and ARR are very small strong phase, that is,
ARL = A9 +A
′
RL, (17)
ARR = A9 +A
′
RR, (18)
(19)
where A′RL and A
′
RR are real. In this case, the sign of the imaginary part of the (B9 − C10)(A9 +A′RL)
and (B9 +C10)(A9 +A
′
RR) yields the difference between the correlations, however, the sensitivity is still
tiny.
For scalar and tensor interactions, in the massless lepton limit, their Wilson coefficients appear only
through the squared absolute. So, the asymmetry is almost independent of φS (S = LRLR, LRRL,
RLLR, RLRL), φT and φTE and it gets only more suppressed as AS , AT or ATE gets larger. Moreover,
the sensitivity is very small because the corresponding kinematic functions include a factor ml.
Next, consider only CBR and CSL, which is constrained by Eq.(10). Generally, without strong phase,
these coefficients are expressed by
CBR = ABRe
iφBR , CSL = ASLe
iφSL , (20)
where φBR and φSL are independent weak phases. As shown in Ref. [18], the partially integrated
branching ratio B is more sensitive to CBR than CNSL ≡ (mb/ms)CSL because of the strange quark mass
ms. This is true for the partially integrated CP asymmetry ACP . In other words, it is almost independent
6
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Figure 2: The correlation between B/BSM and ACP as ALR moves, and φLR = 0 (thin solid line),
π/4 (dotted line), π/2 (thick solid line) and 3π/4 (dashed line). The mark ✸ shows the standard model
prediction. The marks ✸, +, ✷ and × show the prediction for φLR = 0, π/4, π/2 and 3π/4 with ALR = 0.
of the phase φSL in comparison with φBR. And the asymmetry cannot be so enlarged by ASL (or ABR)
with φBR = 0. We can find this feature by comparing Figure 3 with Figure 4. In the former, we set φSL
to 0, in the latter, however, we set φSL = φBR ≡ φNL By contrast with CSL, the form of the correlation
depends on CBR considerably. Ignoring the SM contribution, in the case of φSL = φBR = φNL, the
asymmetry takes a form of
8mbC
eff
7
(
ms
∫
dsS3 cos θIm(B9) +mb
∫
dsS4 sin θIm(B9)
)
sinφNL
2m8bBNL + 2m8bBL − 8mbCeff7
(
ms
∫
dsS3 cos θRe(B9) +mb
∫
ds sin θS4Re(B9)
)
cosφNL
, (21)
where BNL and BL are the partially integrated branching ratios. For the former, only non-vanishing new
Wilson coefficients are ABR and the latter has ASL and ABR = ASL = 0. We set tan θ = ABR/A
N
SL and
ignored the higher order terms about ms/mb. The definition of S3 and S4 is given in Appendix A. Since
Im(B9)≪ Re(B9), the partially integrated branching ratio is expressed by
1
2m8b
B0
[
BNL + BL − 8mbCeff7
(
ms
∫
dsS3Re(B9) cos θ +mb
∫
dsS4Re(B9) sin θ
)
cosφNL
]
. (22)
Eqs.(21) and (22) show that, when φNL rounds from 0 to 2π, the ellipse of the correlation, as shown in
Figure 4, does. The size of ABR, and also ASL, is not so significant to enlarge the partially integrated CP
asymmetry. Thus, these two types of interaction do not give so great influence to the partially integrated
CP asymmetry even if there is another type of new interactions, say CLL. For example, when we set
φLL = π/2 and we check the dependency of φNL on the asymmetry, it does not so largely changes the
form of the correlation between B and A as ALL moves negligible, as shown in Figure 5, so we must note
if and only if very minute experiments were done.
3 Summary
I presented the model-independent analysis of the partially integrated CP asymmetry of the inclusive
rare B decay B → Xsl+l−. CP violation is one of the most interesting topics to search new physics and
understand bariogenesis at early universe, and many researchers has studied this observable through the
both of experimental and theoretical approaches. The process B → Xsl+l− is experimentally clean, and
7
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Figure 3: The correlation between B/BSM and ACP as θ moves, and φBR = 0 (thin solid line), π/4
(dotted line), π/2 (thick solid line) and 3π/4 (dashed line), where tan θ = ABR/A
N
SL. We set φSL = 0.
And, for ASL = −2Ceff7 and ABR = −2Ceff7 , plotted some marks, ✸ (φBR = 0), + (φBR = π/4), ✷
(φBR = φ/2) and × (φBR = 3π/4).
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Figure 4: The correlation between B/BSM and ACP as θ moves, and φNL = 0 (thin solid line), π/4
(thin dotted line), π/2 (thick solid line) and 3π/4 (thick solid line), where tan θ = ABR/A
N
SM . We set
φNL ≡ φSL = φBR. And, for ASL = −2Ceff7 and ABR = −2Ceff7 , I plotted some marks, ✸ (φNL = 0),
+ (φNL = π/4), ✷ (φNL = φ/2) and × (φNL = 3π/4).
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Figure 5: The correlation of B/B0 and ACP /ASMCP as ALL moves for φLL = π/2 and φNL = 0 (thin solid
line), π/4 (dotted line), π/2 (thick solid line) and 3π/4 (dashed line). Here the definition of φNL is the
same as Figure 4.
there is a possibility that this mode is found by KEKB and PEP-II B factories. Because B → Xsl+l−
is flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) process, it is the most sensitive to the various extensions of
the standard model (SM). Our analysis includes the full operator basis, that is, twelve independent four
Fermi operators. In the SM, only three type Wilson coefficients contribute to B → Xsl+l−, and the
partially integrated CP asymmetry has order of 10−3. We investigated the correlation of the partially
integrated branching ratio and the partially integrated CP asymmetry, and then can conclude that only
CLL, the coefficient of the operator (s¯LγµbL l¯Lγ
µlL), can give meaningful contribution to our process.
This cause is the same as the branching ratio[17], that is, the large interference between (B9 −C10) and
CLL. Since (B9+C10)≪ (B9−C19), the contribution of CLR, the coefficient of operator (s¯LγµbL l¯RγµlR),
is less than CLL. However, the Wilson coefficients of the other new local interactions beyond SM work
only to suppress the asymmetry, because we assumed there was no new strong phase, and then they have
no interference with the SM interactions. In order to contrast with the left-right symmetric model, we
made CRL and CRR have very small strong phase, however it changes the size of the CP asymmetry a
little. For CBR and CSL, the coefficients of the B → Xsγ operators, although the asymmetry depends
on the weak phase φBR of CBR largely, their size gives little contribution to the asymmetry. Thus, the
dependency of two coefficients is much smaller than that of ALL. Note that the branching ratio also
depends on the φBR.
Our analysis contains the special cases like the MSSM and the 2HDM. In the MSSM, a special case is
CBR = CSL = 2C7, CLL = C
eff
9 − C10 and CLR = Ceff9 + C10. This is just expressed as an example by
Figure 4. Therefore, the asymmetry is very suppressed like the standard model, although the branching
ratio can be large or not. However, the model has the possibility of the conversion of sign of C10. In this
case, Figures 1 and 2 show that the CP asymmetry may be enlarged. Large contributions to ACP was
pointed out by Ref. [10]. Figure 4 includes the rough character of 2HDM, where a new weak phase enters
into CBR and CSL with the deviation from the SM prediction for the numerical values of CBR, CSL, CLL
and CLR. When sinφNL is small, the asymmetry is suppressed, however when sinφNL is close to unit,
it change with the sign of CBR[14]. Once the CP asymmetry is measured, we will be able to constrain
the extended models by comparing the data with our numerical analysis. If we will get the signature of
the asymmetry in it, we can conclude that there is a new (V −A)⊗ (V −A) interaction and / or sizable
strong coupling. Otherwise, the analysis of the present paper cannot constrain us within some models,
so we have to wait the future experiments to get some informations on the CP from B → Xsl+l−.
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Appendix
A Kinematic Functions
We list a set of the kinematic functions, which decide the behavior of the branching ratio and the CP
asymmetry for the decay b→ sl+l−, and show the general expression of the direct CP asymmetry. The
ratio is shown by Eq.(2). We follow Refs.[17, 25] as the notation. That is, the functions are given by
S1(s) = −4
s
u(s){s2 − 1
3
u(s)2 − (m2b −m2s)2},
S2(s) = −16u(s)mbms,
S3(s) = 4u(s)(s+m
2
b −m2s),
S4(s) = 4u(s)(s−m2b +m2s),
M1(s) = (m
2
s +m
2
b)S1(s) + 2mbmsS2(s),
M2(s) = 2u(s)(−1
3
u(s)2 − s2 + (m2b −m2s)2),
M4(s) = m
2
sS3(s) +m
2
bS4(s)
M6(s) = mbms(S3(s) + S4(s)),
M8(s) = 2u(s)(m
2
b +m
2
s − s)s,
M9(s) = 2u(s){−2
3
u(s)2 − 2(m2b +m2s)s+ 2(m2b −m2s)2}, (23)
where we neglected lepton mass.
With the above functions, we can express the partially integrated CP asymmetry delivered from the
matrix element Eq.(1), that is,
ACP ≡
∫ 8
1GeV 2 ds(dNCP (s)/ds)∫ 8
1GeV 2
ds(dDCP (s)/ds)
≡ NCPDCP , (24)
where
dNCP (s)
ds
= − 1
mb8
B0[
S1(s) {2m2sIm(λSL)Im(BSLA∗SL) + 2m2bIm(λBR)Im(BBRA∗BR)}
+S2(s) {2mbms (Im(λSL)Im(ASLB∗BR) + Im(λBR)Im(B∗SLABR) + Im(λSLλ∗BR)Im(ASLA∗BR))}
+S3(s) {2m2s (Im(λSL)Im(ASLB∗LL) + Im(λLL)Im(B∗SLALL) + Im(λSLλ∗LL)Im(ASLA∗LL)
+Im(λSL)Im(ASLB
∗
LR) + Im(λLR)Im(B
∗
SLALR) + Im(λSLλ
∗
LR)Im(ASLA
∗
LR))
+2mbms (Im(λBR)Im(ABRB
∗
RL) + Im(λRL)Im(B
∗
BRARL) + Im(λBRλ
∗
RL)Im(ABRA
∗
RL)
+Im(λBR)Im(ABRB
∗
RR) + Im(λRR)Im(B
∗
BRARR) + Im(λBRλ
∗
RR)Im(ABRA
∗
RR))}
+S4(s) {2m2b (Im(λBR)Im(ABRB∗LL) + Im(λLL)Im(B∗BRALL) + Im(λBRλ∗LL)Im(ABRA∗LL)
+Im(λBR)Im(ABRB
∗
LR) + Im(λLR)Im(B
∗
BRALR) + Im(λBRλ
∗
LR)Im(ABRA
∗
LR))
+2mbms (Im(λSL)Im(ASLB
∗
RL) + Im(λRL)Im(B
∗
SLARL) + Im(λSLλ
∗
RL)Im(ASLA
∗
RL)
+Im(λSL)Im(ASLB
∗
RR) + Im(λRR)Im(B
∗
SLARR) + Im(λSLλ
∗
RR)Im(ASLA
∗
RR))}
+M2(s) {2 (Im(λLL)Im(BLLA∗LL) + Im(λLR)Im(BLRA∗LR)
+Im(λRL)Im(BRLA
∗
RL) + Im(λRR)Im(BRRA
∗
RR))}
+M6(s) {−2 (Im(λLL)Im(ALLB∗RL) + Im(λRL)Im(B∗LLARL) + Im(λLLλ∗RL)Im(ALLA∗RL)
+ Im(λLR)Im(ALRB
∗
RR) + Im(λRR)Im(B
∗
LRARR) + Im(λLRλ
∗
RR)Im(ALRA
∗
RR))
+ (Im(λLRLR)Im(ALRLRB
∗
RLLR) + Im(λRLLR)Im(B
∗
LRLRARLLR)
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+Im(λLRLRλ
∗
RLLR)Im(ALRLRA
∗
RLLR)
+Im(λLRRL)Im(ALRRLB
∗
RLRL) + Im(λRLRL)Im(B
∗
LRRLARLRL)
+Im(λLRRLλ
∗
RLRL)Im(ALRRLA
∗
RLRL))}
+M8(s) {2 (Im(λLRLR)Im(BLRLRA∗LRLR) + Im(λRLLR)Im(BRLLRA∗RLLR)
+Im(λLRRL)Im(BLRRLA
∗
LRRL) +Im(λRLRL)Im(BRLRLA
∗
RLRL))}
+M9(s) {32Im(λT )Im(BTA∗T ) + 128Im(λTE)Im(BTEA∗TE)}], (25)
and
dDCP (s)
ds
= 2
dB(s)
ds
∣∣∣∣
CXX→BXX
+
1
mb8
B0[
S1(s) {m2s
(
|ASL|2 + 2Re(λSL)Re(BSLA∗SL)
)
+m2b
(
|ABR|2 + 2Re(λBR)Re(BBRA∗BR)
)
}
+S2(s) {2mbms (Re(λSL)Re(ASLB∗BR) +Re(λBR)Re(B∗SLABR) +Re(λSLλ∗BR)Re(ASLA∗BR))}
+S3(s) {2m2s (Re(λSL)Re(ASLB∗LL) +Re(λLL)Re(B∗SLALL) +Re(λSLλ∗LL)Re(ASLA∗LL)
+Re(λSL)Re(ASLB
∗
LR) +Re(λLR)Re(B
∗
SLALR) +Re(λSLλ
∗
LR)Re(ASLA
∗
LR))
+2mbms (Re(λBR)Re(ABRB
∗
RL) +Re(λRL)Re(B
∗
BRARL) +Re(λBRλ
∗
RL)Re(ABRA
∗
RL)
+Re(λBR)Re(ABRB
∗
RR) +Re(λRR)Re(B
∗
BRARR) +Re(λBRλ
∗
RR)Re(ABRA
∗
RR))}
+S4(s) {2m2b (Re(λBR)Re(ABRB∗LL) +Re(λLL)Re(B∗BRALL) +Re(λBRλ∗LL)Re(ABRA∗LL)
+Re(λBR)Re(ABRB
∗
LR) +Re(λLR)Re(B
∗
BRALR) +Re(λBRλ
∗
LR)Re(ABRA
∗
LR))
+2mbms (Re(λSL)Re(ASLB
∗
RL) +Re(λRL)Re(B
∗
SLARL) +Re(λSLλ
∗
RL)Re(ASLA
∗
RL)
+Re(λSL)Re(ASLB
∗
RR) +Re(λRR)Re(B
∗
SLARR) +Re(λSLλ
∗
RR)Re(ASLA
∗
RR))}
+M2(s) {|ALL|2 + 2Re(λLL)Re(BLLA∗LL) + |ALR|2 + 2Re(λLR)Re(BLRA∗LR)
+ |ARL|2 + 2Re(λRL)Re(BRLA∗RL) + |ARR|2 + 2Re(λRR)Re(BRRA∗RR)}
+M6(s) {−2 (Re(λLL)Re(ALLB∗RL) +Re(λRL)Re(B∗LLARL) +Re(λLLλ∗RL)Re(ALLA∗RL)
+ Re(λLR)Re(ALRB
∗
RR) +Re(λRR)Re(B
∗
LRARR) +Re(λLRλ
∗
RR)Re(ALRA
∗
RR))
+ (Re(λLRLR)Re(ALRLRB
∗
RLLR) +Re(λRLLR)Re(B
∗
LRLRARLLR)
+Re(λLRLRλ
∗
RLLR)Re(ALRLRA
∗
RLLR)
+Re(λLRRL)Re(ALRRLB
∗
RLRL) +Re(λRLRL)Re(B
∗
LRRLARLRL)
+Re(λLRRLλ
∗
RLRL)Re(ALRRLA
∗
RLRL))}
+M8(s) {|ALRLR|2 + 2Re(λLRLR)Re(BLRLRA∗LRLR) + |ARLLR|2 + 2Re(λRLLR)Re(BRLLRA∗RLLR)
+ |ALRRL|2 + 2Re(λLRRL)Re(BLRRLA∗LRRL) + |ARLRL|2 + 2Re(λRLRL)Re(BRLRLA∗RLRL)}
+M9(s) {16
(
|AT |2 + 2Re(λT )Re(BTA∗T )
)
+ 64
(
|ATE |2 + 2Re(λTE)Re(BTEA∗TE)
)
}]. (26)
The first term dB/ds|CXX→BXX in Eq.(26) is the differential branching ratio given by Eq.(2) after re-
placing all Wilson coefficients CXX with BXX , respectively.
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